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In this paper we give conditions under which one can conclude that all 
solutions of a differential equation are bounded when there is a Liapunov 
function which is not radially unbounded. The problem of Lurie and the 
Lienard equation are given as examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a system of ordinary differential equations 
X’ = F(t, X) (’ = d/dt) (1) 
where F: [0, CD) x R” + R’” with F continuous. It is assumed that there is a 
function Vz [0, CD) X’ R” - [0, 00) with continuous first partial derivatives 
and a nonnegative constant M such that 
t 2: 0 and 1 X j 3 ill imply V’(t, X) < 0 (2) 
along solutions of (1). Furthermore, we suppose that if M > 0, then there exist 
positive constants K and P with P > M such that for all t 3 0 we have 
V(t, X) < K when 1 X ) = AI and F(t, X) > K when / X 1 = P. (3) 
Conditions (2) and (3) imply that any solution X(t) of (1) satisfying 1 X(&,)1 ,( di 
will also satisfy j X(t)1 < P for t > t, . 
If r/-(t, X) - ccj as / X 1 - co uniformly for 0 < t < co, then V is said to be 
radiull?, unbounded; in that case, it is well known that all solutions of (1) are 
bounded in the future. However, it is often the case that V is not radially 
unbounded and the problem then is to see what can be salvaged. 
This work was motivated by noticing that radial unboundedness is merely 
a convenient situation for an easy proof of boundedness of solutions. It seems 
that a considerably more fundamental property showing boundedness is the angle 
between the vectors F and grad V, at least when Y is autonomous. In that case, 
T-’ = grad r7 . F == ! grad r ! 1 F 1 cos 0. If there are unbounded sets satisfying 
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I-(N) = constant, and if along such sets cos B sz -C for some E > 0, then the 
reader may make a sketch which will quickly convince him that no solution can 
become unbounded along that set. 
We generalize that idea and obtain a boundedness result which we then apply 
to the problem of Lurie and to a LiCnard equation. We also remark that the same 
idea yields certain results on continuation of solutions. 
The reader is referred to Hahn [7] for a general treatment of Liapunov’s 
direct method. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS 
\\*e proceed to develop a fairly general result in the form of Theorem I. This 
is followed by a self-contained corollary, Theorem 2, which is conceptuall! 
much easier and which the reader might like to read first. 
It is assumed that there are k disjoint unbounded sets on which I- may be 
bounded and through which a solution could escape. Each such set may be 
distinguished by a “level” surface Fr(t, X) = Li , i :: I,..., k. We first augment 
I _ by adding a function p so that I-(t, S) + /l(S) 1s radially unbounded. This is _ 
the affect of Definition I. The function p is not continuous except on certain 
open sets and so I7 + p is not a Liapunov function. However, as an incidental 
result, one can show that if grad p . F < 0 when grad p is defined, then the 
solutions of (I) are bounded. That is the content of Theorem 0. If grad p . F : T 0 
fails, then we ask essentially that [grad I’ F]/i grad TV 1 F not decrease too 
rapidly as S 1 increases in certain subsets of the sets in which I‘ is bounded. 
That is, we ask that cos 0 not approach zero too rapidlv. This condition is 
formalized as Definition 2. 
Helo~, R denotes the closure of R and RC denotes the complement. 
DEFINI.~ION 1. A function Iy: [O. ccj) >I R” --t [0, lx) is augmented by p 
if there is a function CL: Rn -+ [0, a) such that I’(t, X) L p(S) is radiali!. 
unbounded and if the following two conditions hold. 
(a) There are disjoint open sets R, ,..., R, in Rn and continuous functions 
pcL1 . . . . . II,: with pi: R; --L [0, ‘;o). Each pi has continuous first partial derivatives 
in Rj . and 
PC4 = Pi(-l?), if SE Ri for some i, 
y;= 0. if SE (u R,),‘. 
(b) There are positive constants L, ,..., L, such that for each i. if 
0 <-: lJi* -: Li, then there exists L) > 0 such that if 
.YG Ri and I-(t, S) 2.: I,,“, then p;(S) --: n. 
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Note that as V(t, X) + p(X) is radially unbounded, for each L > 0, there 
exists H > 0 such that 
If V(t, X) <L and ) X 1 2 H, then X E Ri for some i. (5) 
To see this, if for some L > 0 no such H exists, then there are sequences {tn) 
and {X,} such that ) X, 1 --f co, I/(&, X,) <L, and X, E ((J Ri)“. Thus, 
V(‘(t, X,) + P(&) = I’(& , X,,) <L and I X, ) - co contradicts I7 + p 
being radially unbounded. 
The following result is well known, at least for second order systems, as it has 
been used in many examples. We believe that the present formulation is both 
new and useful. The result is incidental to our work here and part (b) of Defini- 
tion 1 is not even required. Examples may be found in [ 11, pp. 328-3491 or in [3]. 
THEOREM 0. Suppose that I7 satisjies (2) and (3) and is augmented b-y p 
according to Dejinition I. If for each X E U Ri we have grad p(X) . F(t, X) < 0 
for all t > 0, then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 
Proof. As X E u Ri , then X E Ri for some i. But Ri is open and so grad p(X) = 
grad pi(X) exists. 
If the theorem is false, then there is a solution X(t) of (I) defined on a right 
maximal interval [to, T) and X(t) is not bounded. Thus, there is an increasing 
sequence {TJ with t, < T, < T such that ) X(Tn)/ + co with n. By the 
remark following (3), we see that 1 X(t)] 2 M and so V’(t, s(t)) < 0 yielding 
V(t, X(t)) < V(to , X(Q) =dr L. Thus, there exists H > 0 such that / ,Y(t)! 3 H 
implies X(t) E Ri for some i. Therefore, for all large n we have X( T,) in some Ri . 
We can pick a subsequence of (T,}, say {T,} again, with X(T,) E Ri for some 
fixed i and / X(T,)I > H. As V(T, , X(T,)) <L and I’ + p is radially un- 
bounded, the fact that / X( TJ -+ 03 yields p(X(T,)) = pj(X(T,)) - co. 
There are two cases: 
(a) There exists t, E [to, T) with X(t) E Ri on [tl , T). 
(b) There is a sequence {t,J with t, < T,L < tn+l , X(t) E Ri on [t, , T,] 
and I X(t,JI == Ii. 
To verify the above statement, note that pi is continuous on f7, , 1 X( T,JI > H, 
and X(t) is continuous. As the Ri are open and disjoint, by (5) there is a sequence 
{t,} with 1 X(t,,Jj = H and ) X(t)1 > H on [t, , T,]. That is, the continuous 
function X can not leave Ri for t < T,, until 1 X(t)/ reaches H, say at t = t, . 
If (a) holds, then we have pi’(X(t)) < 0 and so &X(t)) < &S(Q) on 
[tl , T), contradicting pi(X(t)) being unbounded. 
If (b) holds, then 1 X(t,)/ = H and so there is a subsequence (X(tn,)} with 
limit YE xi . Hence, &X(Q) ---f pi(Y). Then pi’(X(t)) < 0 on [tak , T,J 
yields &X(Tnk)) < pLi(Y) + 1 for large K, a contradiction to pi(-Y(T.np)) being 
unbounded. This completes the proof. 
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DEFINITION 2. A function I’ satisfying (2) and (3) is an augmented Liupunoz, 
function if I- is augmented by ~1 according to Definition 1 and if for each i and 
for each L .y Li , there exists a positive constant / and continuous functions 
,y: (0. I, - L,] 4 (0, “o) and h: [J, co) 4 [0, 00) with 
.L-L, 
( [h’g(41 < 00 and 1% h(s) ds = ZCI, (6) 
- o+ ‘J 
while p,(S) J and L 3 V(t, X) > Li imply 
1.‘(t, X) < -g(V(t, X) - LJ &Q(X)) 1 grad p<(XJ . F(t, S), . (7) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that V is an augmented Liapunoa function according 
to Definition 2 and thatfor each i, ifpi 3 Jand V(t, S) = Li, then T”(t, X) < 0. 
Then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 
Proof. rote that if (5) holds for some Ho, then it holds for all H > H,, 
when L is tised. Also, if (6) and (7) hold for Jo , then they hold for all J >- J,, . 
If the theorem is false, then there is a solution X(t) of (1) defined on a right 
maximal interval [to , T) w ic h’ h is not bounded. It is clear from (2) and (3) that 
1 .Y(t)l Y dl on [to , T). Thus, we have V’(t, X(t)) ~1. 0 and so we take L == 
l’(t, , s(t,)). A contradiction will be obtained if we can show that p(A’(t)) is 
bounded. 
In view of (5), as V(t, X(t)) ,< L, there exists H such that ; X(t)! >: H implies 
X(f) is in Ri for some i. As X(t) is unbounded, there is an increasing sequence 
[TN!. in [to . T) with / X(T,)I -+ 00 and, as V(t, X(t)) <L, there is a sub- 
sequence, say {T,} again, with X(T,) in Ri for some fixed i. As V(t, -Y(t)) :< L, 
it follows that pi(X(Tn)) + ccj. We choose the / of (6) and (7) so large that 
~~(~1~) J implies 1 X / > H. 
As the Ri are disjoint open sets and X(t) is continuous, there are two possi- 
bilities. Either pi(X(t)) > J on some interval [tl , T), or there is a sequence {tnj 
with t,, < ‘f, < t,+l , &X(&J) = J, and pi(X(t)) 3 / on t, 5; t < T,, . 
This is verified very much the same as in the proof of Theorem 0. 
If p;(S(t)) ;; J on [tl , T), then on that interval we have I-’ $2 0 and so 
I-(t, -‘i(t)) :;, L. We next note that V(t, X(t)) > Li on [tl , T) so that there exist 
functions g and It satisfying (6) and (7). 
To see that I’ > Li , if for some t, E [tl , T) we have i-(t, , X(Q) = L, , 
then l,.‘(t2 . -Y(Q) < 0 implies that V decreases and so if t, < t, < T, then 
l(t, -Y(t)) . I-(& , X(Q) < Li for t > t, , yielding pJX(t)) bounded by (4) 
when we take Li* = 1;(t, , X(tJ). 
We then consider (7) on [tl , T) and obtain 
rr’(t, X(t))/g(V(t, X(t)) - Li) < -h(Pi(S(t))) i Pi’(X(t))! 
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so that if we integrate both sides from t, to t > t, and let r(t) = 1~~(t, s(t)) - Li 
and q(t) = pi(X(t)), we then have 
showing that p%(X(t)) is bounded in view of (6). 
The case for the intervals [t, , T,] is similar. We have r(t) and q(t) defined 
as before and for each n obtain 
yielding pi(X(T,)) bounded. This completes the proof. 
The result is fairly general and, consequently, complicated. It seems desirable 
to give a simple corollary with independent notation and proof. Thus, we return 
to (3) and reformulate the work. 
THEOREM 2. Let (2) and (3) hold and suppose: 
(I) There exists L > 0 such that 0 < L* < L and V(t, X) ,< L* imply 
j X j bounded. 
(II) There eksts J > 0 such that V(t, X) = L and ) X 1 > J imply 
V’(t, X) < 0. 
(III) For each E > 0, there existsg: (0, l ) -+ (0, co) and h: [J, co) - [0, CO) 
suchthatL+c> V(t,X)>LandIXj > JimpZy: 
(i) V(t, X) < -g(V(t, X) -L) h(l X I) I F(t, X)1, and 
(ii) Ji+ W&)1 < co and JJ” h(s) ds = co. 
Then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 
Proof. If the theorem is false, then there is an unbounded solution X(t) on 
a right maximal interval [to , T). By the statement following (3) we have 1 X(t)1 3 
M and so V’ < 0 which yields V(t, X(t)) < V(t, , X(Q) for to < t < T. We 
next note that V(t, X(t)) > L; if not, then for some t, E [to, T) we have 
V(tl , X(Q) <L. If V(t, , X(Q) <L, then take L* = V(t, , X(tl)) and use 
V’ < 0 to have V(t, X(t)) <.L* on [tl , T) yielding X(t) bounded by (I). 
If V(tl , X(Q) = L, then V’ < 0 yields V(t, X(t)) <L on [tl , T) and, by 
the above argument, unless V(t, X(t)) = L on [tl , T) we would again have X(t) 
bounded using (I). Thus, we suppose V(t, X(t)) = L on [tl , T) and use the fact 
that X(t) becomes unbounded to find t, E [tl , T) with ) X(t,)\ > J. Thus, 
bv’(tz , X(t,)) < 0 by (II) and V is continuous so L-(t, X(t)) decreases through 
t, , contradicting k’(t, X(t)) = L. 
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Kest, we choose E by setting l,(t, , X(t,)) = L + E and obtain g and k from 
(III). 
Either 1 X(t)1 ii: J on some interval [tr , T) or there are sequences {f,J and 
fTn1 with t, < T,L < t,+l , / X(&J = J, 1 X(t)1 : zz J on [t, , T,], and 
j X(T,n)l - 03 as n --t ,rJ. 
In the first case, we separate variables in (III)(i), integrate from t, to t > t, , 
and obtain 
(.I [I-‘(& X(s))/g(V(s, A-(s)) -L)] ds < - I^‘/?(1 S(s)/) / A-(s)I ds 
. +I - h 
Changing variable on both sides of the inequality yields 
where r(t) =-- I-(t, s(t)) -L. This yields 1 X(t)1 bounded. A similar argument 
on the intervals [t, , T,] completes the proof. 
Remark 1. Some years ago ([l ,2]) the author attempted to show boundedness 
by requiring that I” have certain strong properties. But it was shown by Erhart 
[5, Theorem 2.11 that the property on l- generally implied F radially un- 
bounded. The following examples will show that our conditions hold without 1 
being radially unbounded. 
Remark 2. If JZ = 0 and if F is bounded for S bounded, then results of 
LaSalle [8] and Haddock [6] will yield interesting additional information about 
solutions. If ~11 = 0 and some component of F is bounded for X bounded, then 
the results in [4] yield similar additional information. 
3. A LIBNARD EQUATION 
We consider the scalar equation 
Y” +f(t, x, x’) x’ + c&s(x) = 0 (8) 
in which .f: [0, tx) Y R x R - [0, co), $: R - R, f and 4 are continuous, 
j(t, s,~) ::. 0 if j’ + 0, and x+(x) > 0 if N + 0. Then (8) is equivalent to the 
system 
x’ = y, 
1” = -f(t, x, T) ?’ - 4(x), 
(9) 
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corresponding to (1) with X = (x, y). We let 
54 Y) = @(x) + y2/2 
where D(x) = lf$(s) ds, and obtain 
V’(x, y) = -f(t, x, y) y2 < 0. 
We suppose that a(- co) and @(+ CO) are finite. Then define R, = 
{(x, Y): x > 01, R2 = {(x, y): x < O}, pl(x, y) = x, p2(x, y) = -x, and J = 1. 
Note that (4) and (5) will be satisfied with L, = @(oo) and L, = @(- 00). 
If we identify the right side of (9) as F, then in the notation of Theorem 1 we 
have 1 grad pi(X) . F(t, X)1 = 1 y I, F’(t, X) -L, = a(x) - @(co) + y2/2, and 
F’(l(t, X) - L, = Q(x) - @(- co) + y2/2. Then pi(X) > J implies v(t, X) - 
Li < y2/2. If we choose g(s) = [2s]r/‘, then for pi(X) > / and E’(t, X) > Li 
we have g( v(t, X) - Li) < / y 1 for each i. Now, for a given L > L, , if L > 
P’(x, y) > L, and pr(x, y) 2 J, then we ask that there exist h(x) satisfying 
Likewise, for a given L > L, , if L 3 T:(x, y) > L, and p2(x, y) 3 J, then we 
ask that there exists h(x) satisfying 
f(c x, Y) > 44 3 0 with s 
--a h(s) ds = --co. (11) -J 
If (10) and (11) hold, then for 
we have 
Pi(“6Y) 2 J and L 3 q&y) >L,, 
VT Y) < -go+6 Y) - 43 4Pi@, YN I Pi’ I. 
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and all solutions of (9) are 
bounded in the future. 
The reader is referred to [I 1, 121 for bibliography and background on this 
equation. We remark that when f(t, x, y) = h(x), then (10) and (11) do select 
the necessary and sufficient condition for boundedness of solutions [3]. 
4. A LURIE PROBLEM 
We consider the system 
x’ = Ax + b&7), 
u’ = CTX - rc$(o), 
(12) 
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in which 4: R + R, u+(u) > 0 if u # 0,4 is continuous, A is an 71 X n matrix 
all of whose characteristic roots have negative real parts, c and b are constant 
la-vectors. The reader is referred to Lefschetz [lo, e.g., pp. 20-211 for a general 
discussion of the problem. 
One uses 
I-(x, CT) = x=Bx + @(a) 
where Q(u) == si C(s) d s and B is positive definite and symmetric, obtaining 
r-1 _ -xTDx + c$(u)[2bTB + c’]x - r+‘(u) 
which is negative definite in (x, d(u)) when D = -(=ITB -t B-4) and 
r > (Bb + ci2)TD-1(Bb $- ~2). (13) 
\5’e take 31 = 0 and note that if @(*co) 71 co, then 1. is not radially un- 
bounded. For brevity, take @(oo) = CD- co) so that the choice of L, = L, =- 
@(XI) will satisfy (4) and (5) when R, = {(x, u): u > 0}, R, = ((x, a): u < 01, 
PlC~, 0) 0, and &x, u) = -u. 
If (13) holds, then V’ negative definite in (s, Q(u)) implies that there exists 
112 ::-- 0 with P-’ SC -m(xTx + C’(u)). Now b-(x, u) - G(m) = .rTBs + Q(u) - 
@(co) . . .rTBx ~1 @cTx for some 0 > 0. Also, 
ju’l = ! c=.r - r+(u)1 -:: P[AJ‘s + p(u)]” 
for some P ._ 0. 
Thus, we pick h(s) =- m,/PQl.!3 and g the square root function since we have 
1.’ :; -(m/Ppq+, u) - @(co)]‘,” 1 p;’ . 
Theorem 1 then yields all solutions bounded. 
We note that there is also a largely algebraic proof of this result given b! 
LaSalle [9]. 
5. INDICATIONS OF GENERALIZATIONS 
It is evident that certain conditions in Theorem 1 can be relaxed. For example, 
L, ,..., L, need not be constants, but rather Li: [0, CC) ----t (0, 00). Then (4) and 
(5) are mainly unchanged, but (6) b ecomes more complicated. One may ask that: 
For each i and for each constantL >, Lf(t) for 0 < t < co, there exist continuous 
functions g: (0, L) - (0, CO) and h: [J, CO) + [0, CC) with 
s 
L [ds/g(s)] finite and F x h(s) ds = co, (6)’ o+ ‘J 
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while pi(X) 3 J and L > V(t, X) > Li(t) imply 
V’(t, X) < -g(V) I&(X)) I grad &X) . F(t, X)1. (7)’ 
Note that (7)’ contains g( I/) and not g( k’(t, X) - Li(t)) so that variables can be 
successfully separated. 
This change would apply to a generalized (8), say 
d + f(t, x, x’) x’ + 4(x) = e(t) (8)’ 
with e(t) continuous and sr j e(t)\ dt < co. Now (8)’ is equivalent to 
x’ = y, 
and we take 
y’ = -f(t, x, y) 3’ - $(4 + e(t), 
(9)’ 
Vt, x, y) = (@(x) + ( y2/4 + 1) exp - 2E(t) 
where E(t) = ji 1 e(s)1 ds, obtaining 
V’ < -f(t, x, y) y2 exp - 2E(S). 
We take @( + co) = a(- to) and defineL,(t) = L,(t) = [@(co) + l] exp - 2E(t). 
Notice that if V(t, x, y) 3 L,(t), then a(x) + y2/2 2 @(a~). From this we see 
that 
2 V(t, x, y) - L,(t) 3 ( y2/2) exp - 2E(c0). 
Thus, if we define 
g(V) = {[2 exp 2E(co)][2I’ - (@(co) + I) exp - 2E(co)]}‘!‘, 
then 1 y / > g(V) when V > L,(t). Hence, we have 
V’ < -f(t, x, y) / x’ 1 g(V) exp - 2E(t). 
Now choose p1 , p2 , and h as before to complete a boundedness proof. 
Finally, the results can be equally well applied to continuation problems. 
One need only ask that for each T > 0 the conditions of Theorems 0, 1, or 2 
hold, for 0 < t < T rather than for 0 < t < co. The conclusion is that all 
solutions can be continued for all future time. 
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